I. INTRODUCTION
Speech recognition is one of the fundamental technologies in natural human computer interaction. Traditional speech recognition technologies have achieved higher recognition rate of words or phrases for a noise environment. However, for use in a realistic environment, the recognition performance is compromised because of factors such as the background noise and the complexity of the auditory and reverberatory environment [1, 2] . Indeed psychological research results suggest that only 11% percent of information comes from audio speech and 83% from the visual modality for human speech understanding [3] . Thus, bimodal or multimodal speech recognition is critical for effective improvement of the rate and robustness of speech recognition, as it is necessary to use both the complementary information (one modality strongly better) and the redundant information (balanced strength across modalities) in order to exploit their different artefact and noise properties -what is redundant under perfect conditions can provide critical information under noisy, degraded or impoverished conditions.
Traditional speech recognition focuses exclusively on auditory information [4] , while this paper concentrates on improving the ability to extract visual speech information. Currently there are two major categories to visual feature for speech.
The first class of algorithm focuses on geometric-based feature such as lip contour. This category of techniques employ algorithms such as ASM (Active Shape Model) [5] , snake algorithms [6] and AAM (Active Appearance Model) [7] to track interested points or contours to compute the geometric feature such as lip width and lip height (of either or both the outer and inner lip). Zhang [8] shows that inner contour information has good performance in representing visual speech by improving the recognition rate of 11%. Zhi [9,10] makes comprehensive comparison among geometric features such as pixel counts for outer lip width (X), height (Y), area of outer lip surround region, along with the angle at the lip corners (θ), the outer aspect ratio Y/X, and firstorder derivatives or differences of the above features. The experiment results prove that combination feature such as X-Y-dθ/dt gives the best recognition results.
The second kind of approach is based on the texture of lip region images as determined using holistic features such as PC ( Figure 4 . Figure 5 shows point location results using this cluster various AAM templates. We can see that the location of inner corner points improved when the outer and inner ones are not overlapped due to the use of separate AAM template rather than the single template. The illustration also makes obvious the accurate inner lip point location in closing mouth states.
B. Texture Feature of Inner Lip
Partition of inner mouth area image: The inner contours are obtained by simply connected the extracted inner points as boundary. The pixels outside the boundary are removed by assigning a constant pixel value, here we use 255. Images of inner lip area are generated as shown in Figure 6 . 
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N i is the number of pixels with pixel value i, SUM is total number of pixels inside the inner lips. As this 256 grayscale histogram is a feature with higher dimensionality, we seek to establish a compact feature of low dimension histogram by combing several continuous grayscale as one scale. In the paper, we use the 32 grayscale/color histogram with 8 continuous pixel values as one scale.
②Block Histogram. This feature is proposed in order to represent visibility of upper and lower teeth separately. Actually the different visibility of upper and lower teeth is relative to the different pronunciation, but the holistic histogram can't discriminate this phenomena. So we separate the inner lip region into upper and lower parts (shown in Figure 7 )to compute the histogram respectively and concatenate them into 512 or 62 dimension histogram or compact histogram feature vectors with the above form we call it block histogram feature.
③ Teeth appearance proportion: teeth in the inner lip region are salient comparing with the rest area and robust to lighting relatively. The visibility extent of teeth also reflects the different pronouncing states. So the paper proposes a kind of inner lip pronouncing texture descriptor with the teeth appearing proportion. Actually analyzing the histogram of inner lip texture images with and without teeth in Figure 8 , we could find that grayscale of teeth locates in range [200,400] while nonteeth's grayscale locates in range around [120, 200] . Thresholding approach is employed in the paper to extract the teeth area. Then the teeth area proportion and also the upper and lower teeth area proportion are counted to construct the three dimension local inner lip texture descriptor. (2) illustrates the counting of each component b i , where N i is total pixel number in ith sub-region, X ij is grayscale/color value of jth pixel in ith sub-region.
where (2) ⑤ Grayscale/Color moment. Color moment is one of common texture descriptors and good at reveal the local texture changes. Considering the texture change involving with the pronunciation mainly happens along the vertical direction, we establish a kind of inner lip texture feature by counting the first color moment in vertical direction. To mitigate the noise influence, we count the color moment of three local regions shown in Figure 10 . And establish the three dimension feature (c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ) with color moment. The computing formula of each component is shown in formula (3) . Where x ij is value of grayscale/color of jth pixel from upper to down in the ith vertical, S ij is the index of this pixel counting down from the top along the ith vertical, N i is total amount of pixels in ith vertical that lie inside the inner lip.
⑥DCT(Discrete Cosine Transformation)：One of the most frequently used holistic transformation feature is the DCT, which we therefore use as one of local features in our paper to explore its capability of representing phonetic information. It is computed as formula (4) for a M×N image with pixel value fx,y in each coordinator (x,y).
where a(u) is:
The energy of DCT mainly concentrates in top-left of the transform plot shown in Figure 11 , so we use just the first 32 dimension of the DCT of inner lip area as our DCT features.
Color component for inner lip texture:
Based on the definition of the above feasible features, it is appropriate to explore and choose an efficient color channel in the feature computation, to get a better discriminative inner texture descriptor for speaking states.
From the perspective that inner texture information is easily influenced by the illumination, the paper prefers to choose a color space component that is robust to illumination changes. Taking the lip images in Figure 12 as an example, we compare our images in each chromatic channel in some of the most frequent used color spaces, viz. HSV, Lab and RGB, shown in Figure 12 . The discriminability of inner lip texture varies among those color spaces. For example, the S channel image in HSV color space, which represents the strength or saturation of the colour, has given more obvious contrast between the region of white teeth and pigmented skin or inner mouth tissue. Conversely, the H namely hue component is of little value as the skin and tissue is basically a filtered red or blood color [16] and useful for finding faces but not for finding features within faces. It could be inferred that selecting the S component to building the inner lip texture may be helpful to reflect the difference of speaking mouth inner lip texture, while the H component would not. Table II . The number is viseme cluster number and relative Chinese phonemes. This is employed into the labeling of the above data collection.
We didn't use all the images in the Chinese phoneme pronouncing sequences, but selected the keyframes with the salient pronouncing states and abandoned the transitional images. For the single vowels viz. 'a' and simple compound finals viz. as 'ang', we selected multiple salient images representing the varied lip shapes and label them with relative cluster labels. For the complex compound finals such as 'ia,iao,ian,iang,ie,ua,uai,ui,ue,iou,iong,uo' with multiple pronouncing lip shapes, we chopped them into several here two segments and do the salient frame selection and labeling then. For example, 'ia' is separated into 'i' and 'a' clips and labelled with cluster No. 9 and 5 separately. We finally have 450 labeled images in our sample dataset.
B. The Experiment Results and Analysis
On the labeled dataset, we employ the optimized support vector model, SMO, as well as BayesNet as classifiers respectively to realize the Chinese viseme recognition and do the following analysis: 1) Analyzing the performance of color components in computing the inner lip texture. 2) Analyzing the discriminability of the above inner lip texture. 3) Analyzing the performance of the joint geometric and each inner lip texture. During the experiments, we use 10-fold cross-validation (CV) to allow reliable assessment without the need for expensive hold out data. The experiments are done as follows.
We first analyze the performance of color components in computing the inner lip texture. Here we use the four color systems: RGB, HSV, Lab and YCrCb. The inner lip texture features described in section I (Colormoment, Blockaverage etc. which are listed in Table 3 ) are computed respectively based on each color channel to represent the speaking mouth images. Training and testing the classification results in the collected dataset with identifying the 9 viseme clusters, we count up the accuracy rates that the tested visual speech images are correctly classified into the right viseme clusters. Then we discuss the discriminant performance of the color space component and determine the one as the basis for computing inner lip texture feature. Note that teeth proportion feature is based on thresholding approach, the boundary of teeth and tongue region is hard to be found and determine the threshold, so we don't list teeth proportion feature in these color channels with incomplete data.
The experiments results are shown in Table III (with best results indicated in bold). We can find that the average recognition accuracy rates of each color channel show that L component in Lab color space has the highest rate 56.7% in different inner texture feature comparing with the other channels. This accords with our understanding discussed above that definition of L is matched to human perceptual characteristics. Therefore, we select the L channel as the basis to compute the inner lip texture. From the perspective of the texture feature, we could find that the block histogram has the highest average recognition rate, it proves that upper and lower texture contribute different in telling the inner texture of visual speech. Another two holistic features: DCT and Histogram also shows better discriminability comparing to the local ones when using the inner texture feature only. But the effectiveness still needs to be considered together with geometric features, for local texture features lose too much information about lip shapes.
We also test the effectiveness of our proposed compact histogram representations histogram-32 and blockhistogram-64 in Table IV compared with the uncompact ones: Histogram-256 and Blockhistogram-512. The results show that although the recognition rate is little bit lower but it is still close and allows us to see how much (or little) we stand to gain for the additional memory and computing cost. We use the compact representations in the following fusion experiments.
Combining with the geometric feature together, we test the joint feature with each inner lip feature. The experiment results are shown in Table 5 . From this table, we could find that recognition rate in the joint features with all feasible texture features are higher than that in geometric one only. It proves that effectiveness and importance of the inner lip texture in visual speech representation. The results in Table 5 also show that after combining with geometric feature, the recognition results improve comparing with each individual texture feature in representing the visual speech. Especially to the local inner texture features, such as the teeth proportion and color moment, the recognition results improve largely. It proves that the contribution of geometric and the local inner lip textures are complementary for visual speech recognition. It is helpful in improving the bi-model recognition results using the fusion method in much compact way. Looking at the holistic inner lip texture features in Table V , the block histogram has the highest recognition rate in both cases before and after feature fusion. Together with the geometric feature, the recognition results indeed improve, but comparing with that of local texture features such as teethe proportion or color moment, the increasing extent is not so large. This is to some extent reflecting that the redundancy information exists between the holistic inner lip texture feature and the geometric feature for Chinese viseme recognition. From this point, the local inner lip texture, teeth proportion has obvious advantage in computing cost with lower dimension and relatively higher recognition results when fusion with the lip shape feature together. It only has 3 extra dimensions adding to the geometric feature, but on average 18.5% increase in accuracy (26.3% using SMO and 11.1% using BayesNet) compared with using the geometric feature only.
We don't specifically discuss the performance of using the different classifiers for Chinese viseme recognition, but the experiment results in Table 3 -5 still reflects the difference existing when using various classifiers. For example, with BayesNet using the local inner texture: Blockhistogram as the feature, it has the highest viseme recognition rate whilst SMO with DCT has the highest accuracy rate. Therefore how to employ the complementary contribution of classifiers such as multiclassifier fusion to improve the overall recognition performance remains a matter for future investigation.
C. CHMM based Bimodal Chinese Character Speech Recognition System
We employ our proposed joint visual speech feature, viz. the local inner lip texture and the geometric feature Figure 13 . The speech video is chopped into the Chinese character clips and the audio and visual speech sequences are processed separately as input of Coupled Hidden Markov Model (CHMM) to do the fusion Chinese character recognition. Here we use the Mel-Frequence Cepstral coefficient (MFCC) as the audio feature and our proposed joint feature to represent the visual speech images.
CHMM [19, 20] is an effective solution to realize the medium fusion at the state level shown in Figure 14 , where cycle symbols represent the hidden level, viz. states (the upper level represents the audio states and lower level is the visual states), and rectangle symbols represent the observed node, viz. audio and video inputs separately in the graph. This model takes the time correlation multiple modalities into account and solves the asynchrony problem of audio visual speech fusion.
In our CHMM based bimodal speech recognition system, we refer to the approach introduced in reference [21] to realize the training and recognition. The states and observers in the CHMM are combined and reconstructed into the structure like that in Figure 15 under the transition, where observe nodes use the different symbols to represent the corresponding compound observers. Then the traditional HMM training and testing algorithm such as Baum-Welch are used in the CHMM based bimodal speech recognition system.
Bimodal Chinese Character Pronouncing Dataset:
We test our approach on our own collection bimodal dataset. The corpus is selected based on Chinese phoneme defined in the SAPI [22] , which actually points to the Pinyin of Chinese characters including initial consonant and vowel. We select 200 Chinese characters and 20 local Beijing mandarin speakers (ten females and ten males) to reading these Characters. We capture the frontal faces of these subjects using Sony HDR-XR160E and each character is repeated ten times. So there are 10 by 20 samples for each Chinese character.
In this pilot study, we only use the 10 Chinese characters listed in Table VI to do the experiment. The symbol column lists the used Chinese characters and example column is the reading words containing these Chinese characters marking with the tones. It covers most Chinese visemes described in section III. To separate the character pronouncing from the words not the single character has the natural pronouncing states and results are much practical.
Experiment results and analysis:
Taking the 60 samples of each Chinese character as training data and the other 40 as the testing samples, we do a series of comparative experiments with individual modality HMM and multimodality CHMM. Here we select 3-states/15-observers for audio-HMM and 3-states/ 9-observers for visual-HMM, and then 5 compound states for CHMM and coherent observers similar to HMM. K-means clustering algorithm is utilized in obtaining the observer serial number. Multi-observer based Baum-Welch training algorithm is used in the paper.
Each Chinese character's recognition results are listed in Table VII and Table VIII . Here 'A' in the Table represents the audio with MFCC as feature. The visual speech feature we test the geometric feature only and joint feature with several local inner lip texture features. The number indicates the number of characters (phonemes) correctly recognized out of 40 test samples (the result that is best within the visual modality with 2 errors or 5% is shown in italic; bold if comparable to or better than achieved with the other; chance level is 4 right or 10%).
Analyzing the above experiment results, we can find the results as follows.
Accuracy rates with CHMM based bimodal speech recognition system are much higher than that with HMM based single modal system. With CHMM, the average recognition rate of all feasible features is 93.4% and increases by 43.8% comparing with visual speech and 14.6% with single audio speech. Under this situation, the joint feature geometric with the local color moment in the L color channel has the highest accuracy rate 55.3% in HMM system and 95.8% in CHMM system. It proves the effectiveness of the joint feature and in particular the utility of the local inner texture feature. Our results also show that for multiple subjects, the color moment feature shows stable performance in contrast with the teeth proportion apparently owing to individual differences in teeth appearance and habit. The local inner texture feature also has lower computational cost and lower dimensionality.
IV CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The paper proposes a joint visual speech feature which combines the geometric feature with several feasible features for describing the local inner lip texture. The feature are fused at the feature level and normalized with the simple min-max technique. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the joint feature through experiments on Chinese viseme recognition system and a bimodal Chinese character recognition system. The experiment demonstrates the potential of our joint visual speech feature, including especially the geometric and local inner texture feature, which has the good ability to represent speaking mouths no matter in in a multi-speaker bimodal phoneme plus viseme based Chinese speech recognition system. The complementary nature of the information in the bimodal features reveals the state of visual speech from different point of view. The joint features also have obvious advantage in terms of computational cost due to lower feature dimension required in the visual modality. The comparison experiments between HMM and CHMM-based recognition system shows that the CHMM system outperforms HMM based system with a considerably higher recognition rate of over 95% versus HMMs at under 80% with audio alone and at best around 55% for visual alone.
In the future work, we will explore the contribution of different classifiers and improve the performance visual speech recognition by employing multi-classifier fusion. AAM based feature point location needs to be discussed further to improve the automatic location accuracy to provide the basis for visual feature extraction to obtain more label data for further experiments to test the generation of our proposed joint feature. 
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